Networking Techniques
Internship & Job Search Series

NETWORKING
Did you know that students graduating today will change jobs at least 9 times in their life? This is why it is so important for you to know about various effective ways to job search.

THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF JOB MARKETS, FORMAL AND INFORMAL.
The formal job market consists of jobs that can be seen, are advertised, and are made known to the public. They are also known as “traditional” or “visible” sources of job leads. The formal job market makes up 25% of the job openings. These positions are advertised through:
- classifieds
- newspaper ads
- positions posted with the career services office
- private employment agencies
- state employment services
- job search/employer web sites

The informal job market consists of jobs that cannot be seen, are not advertised, and are not made known to the public in a formal way. As many as 75% of jobs are not available through any publicly available process. In fact, most employers prefer referrals from employees or others since they know these are more reliable and less trouble. These positions are found through:
- personal contacts
- friends
- direct contact with employers

Networking is a necessary tool to access this informal job market. There are two ways to begin your networking process, through warm and cold contacts.

A. Warm contacts begin by networking with people you know. Examples of warm contacts include:
- parents
- relatives
- members of professional organizations
- friends
- neighbors
- members of labor unions
- alumni
- teachers
- present and former co-workers
- service clubs
- social groups
- religious institutions

Questions to ask these contacts include:
• Do you know of any openings for a person with my skills?
• Do you know of anyone else who might know of an opening?
• Do you know someone who has a good network of professional contacts?

How to ask...
• Jobs/internship availability:
  o “I see that you work at XYZ company. I was wondering if you could let me know if any jobs/internships are available there for Fall/Spring/Summer?”
• Advice about a career/company:
  o “I’m interested in learning more about your company. Can you tell me more about what it is like to work there?”
  o “I’m interested in pursuing XYZ career. Can you tell me more about what you do on a daily basis?”
  o “I know this may not be your specialty but could you please give me the contact information for someone in your company that does XYZ?”
• Getting the name of the person recruiting:
  o “I’m applying for XYZ position at your company and was wondering if you could give me the name of the recruiter?”
  o ALWAYS say “please” and “thank you”
It is important to follow up on this information because it can lead to several other contacts.

B. Cold Contacts are people you do not know. Good resources for cold contacts are the yellow pages and other directories. It is also helpful to keep a record of all contacts and potential contacts. Information you will want to record is the organization, contact person, phone number, source of the lead, and notes such as dates you contacted the person and what your conversation was about.

Example: “Dr. Ron Doe suggested that I contact you regarding questions I had related to your career in civil engineering. Dr. Doe is a professor of mine at Marquette University. I am currently a sophomore in Civil Engineering and am preparing to apply for co-op positions. I was hoping you could tell me more about what you do on a day-to-day basis so I can learn more about possible careers in the field.”

Online Professional Networking
Many people already engage in online social networking through websites such as Facebook.com and MySpace.com. Well, did you know you can use these websites to aid your job search? It’s simple! Start by cleaning up your page and then use the website search engine to find people who have interned or worked at certain companies. Or join any of the following websites that are specifically geared toward professional networking like LinkedIn.com, ZoomInfo.com, and Ryze.com.

Linkedin Example Message

Dear Name:

I am currently a [year in school] at Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin studying [Major/Minor]. I’m graduating this May and looking to start my career in the (be specific) field and am looking to connect with professionals in [State] for networking purposes. I have past experiences with [list broad experiences]. Your [specific] background on Linkedin is very intriguing. I was wondering if you would be willing to answer some questions I have about the (specific) field or offer any advice to someone in my situation.

Any suggestions you have would be appreciated.

Name (signature)
Marquette University, May 20xx Graduate
[List college]

Informational interviewing is something you can do now to start developing a network of professional contacts. Informational interviewing involves identifying people who are doing what you want to be doing and asking them questions related to their current job. A guide to informational interviewing can be found in the Career Services Center.

MINGLING
- 90% of all people are afraid to walk into a room of people they don’t know and mingle.
- Definition of a good mingler:
  - A person who moves comfortably through a gathering of people—meeting, greeting, and talking with as many of them as he/she wishes. In a spirit of warmth and sincerity, he/she can begin, continue, and exit interesting conversation. (Roane)
- Reasons you need to be a good mingler:
  - It makes others feel comfortable
  - It makes you feel comfortable and more confident.
  - You make valuable business and personal contacts.
PREPARE TO MINGLE
- Develop a PMA (Personal Mingling Activity)
- Act like you enjoy it and it will happen
- Eliminate negative thinking
- Review the benefits of the event
- Plan your self-introduction
- Take business cards
- Focus on other people
- Think of yourself as the “host” not as the “guest”

LET THE GAMES BEGIN
Getting into a conversation
- Create a mental fantasy that makes entering easier
  - Naked Room—they can’t be too proud
  - Invisible You—you don’t care
  - Invisible Buddy—silent encourager
  - Family Reunion—howdy Grandma
- Choose your first chit-chat buddy/buddies
  - Begin with someone who is already alone
  - Select someone who may have something in common with you (age, attire, etc.)
  - Join a group
- Master basic entrance techniques
  - Hello my name is...(Grip and Grin)
  - Speak the truth
  - Fade in
  - Compliment
  - Go with a friend, but don’t be twins forever
  - Position yourself between the entrance and the refreshment table
- Prepare and use opening lines that work for you
  - Keep the conversation “lite”
  - Stay away from discussing politics
  - Remember to compliment
  - Phrase your statement to require a response
  - Topics: food, facility, weather, traffic/parking, organization/charity, host/guest of
  - Honor
- Sample Opening Lines
  - Hello, my name is....
  - How do you know the host/guest of honor?
  - How long have you known the host/guest of honor?
  - How did you get here?
  - Have I missed anything (if you know you’re a few minutes late)?
  - This is a beautiful/small/spacious comfortable room?
  - This weather is a breath of fresh air!
  - Did you have a tough time finding a parking place? It took me #### minutes to get here!
  - Wasn’t the traffic horrible/wonderful?
  - How long have you been associated with this organization?
  - Isn’t the banquet table wonderful?
  - Have you tasted the ravioli? It’s really great.
  - This is a really great hors d’oeuvre? Do you know what it is? Do you know what’s in it?
KEEP THE BALL ROLLING
Continuing the conversation

- Prepare and use continuing lines that work for you
  - The conversation should become deeper
  - Discuss careers? Yes or no? In a networking situation, yes.
  - Discuss current events
  - Talk shop (conferences, meetings, and work-related gatherings only)
  - Read and comment on name tags
  - Make a toast
  - Recycle the conversation
  - Delegate assignments (for experienced minglers only)
  - Topics: interests/hobbies, personal/professional information, vacations, travel, funny stories
  - or experiences, play games, surroundings

- Sample continuing lines
  - Did you take a vacation this year/summer?
  - When you’re not mingling at events like this, what do you do for fun?
    - Really! That is so interesting. Tell me more.
    - Wow! How did everyone respond to that...
  - What color would you say the carpet is? It is absolutely beautiful!
  - Tell me three things about your hometown and I’ll guess where you’re from.
  - Tell me two things about yourself—one truth and one lie—and I’ll pick out the lie.
  - What is your favorite word in the English language?
  - What was the most special gift you’ve ever given? Received?
  - You last name, Zwick, is so interesting. What is the ethnic origin of that name? German?

SEE YA LATER ALLIGATOR
Exiting a conversation

- Know when to move on
  - If you’re bored
  - If you messed up
  - If the group is dwindling (you don’t want to be the last one standing there)

- Know where you’re headed

- Master some basic exiting techniques
  - Honesty is the best policy
  - Ease on down the road
  - Grip, grin, go
  - Agree to part
  - What’s your excuse (drink, restroom, telephone call, find someone, get a breath of fresh air, too cold/hot/stuffy/smoky in here)

THUMBS UP BEHAVIORS

- Plan, plan, plan (and plan some more)
- Learn from experience
- Smile and maintain good eye contact
- Develop a good handshake
- Use new words
- Listen actively
- Mind your manners and rules of etiquette
- Be creative with your nametag; wear interesting accessories
Remember names; be honest if you’ve forgotten a name
Use humor appropriately
Thank the host/hostess

THUMBS DOWN BEHAVIORS

Drink too much; smoke
Dress inappropriately
Camp out at the food table
Eat, drink and talk in any combination
Talk loudly; argue
Allow eyes to roam around the room searching for your next victim
Concentrate on powerful names, job titles, etc.
Complain about anything
Go into too much detail
Finish someone’s sentences
Flaunt your vocabulary
Correct/humiliate others
Sit with people you know

Resources
· How to Work a Room, Susan Roane
· The Art of Mingling, Jeanne Martinet
· The Art of Conversation, James Morris
· How to Win Friends and Influence People, Dale Carnegie
· How to Say Practically Anything to Practically Anybody, Barbara Walters

This handout was adapted and used by permission from
O. Ray Angle, Mixin’ & Minglin’ Consultant

Use internet social networks to make connections with people:
We’re tweeting!
• Follow the Career Services Center on Twitter (twitter.com/MU_CSC) to stay up to date on the latest job search articles, highlights and Career Services Center happenings.

We’re blogging!
• Be sure to visit the Career Services Center’s new blog, Career Chatter (marquettecsc.blogspot.com), regularly to get all the latest information and advice from our office. It’s the Career Services Center... UNPLUGGED

We’re on Facebook!
• Become a fan of the MU Career Services Center on Facebook (www.facebook.com/mucsc). It can’t hurt...right?

We’re LinkedIn!
• Network with professionals in our MUCSC Group on LinkedIn. If you don’t already have an account - here is one good excuse to get one! To find us just search in groups for MUCSC and join.